
On a warm winter afternoon, Jeff
Brown of JK3 Yachts and I found
ourselves on the calm waters off San
Diego. It was one of those days you
can see halfway across the Pacific, with
a light breeze and dolphins rolling
lazily by. 

Our test boat is only the second
hull of the Sabre 40 Flybridge, which
is the modified Sabre 40 Sedan that
was introduced in 2008. Powered by
twin 425 hp Cummins engines
coupled to CMD Zeus 3500 pod
drives that are controlled with a
joystick, the boat is exceptionally

maneuverable. 
The Sabre 40 is a mix of traditional

Down East styling and high-tech
construction. The hull has a 23-degree
deadrise amidships, which tapers to
16 degrees at the transom. Its
construction is a solid resin infusion
with bi-axial stringers bonded to a
foam core to reduce weight. The result
is a lighter, stronger boat that runs
with smaller engines and has better
fuel economy.

“The integrated steering and
automatic trim tabs optimize speed
and fuel efficiency better than anyone

can do in manual mode,” Brown said.
“I’ve challenged a few people, and no
one can do it.”

ON BOARD
Boarding is easy from an ample

swim step that is not counted in the
overall length of 40 feet, 10 inches.
A transom door leads into a spacious
cockpit with an L-shaped settee and
a folding table that can be completely
removed and stored in the com-
partment below the seat. Steps lead
up from the cockpit to the flybridge,
which has two Stidd chairs and a
corner sitting area with a small table.
A refrigerator is optional. Our boat is
equipped with two Garmin 7212
touchscreen multifunction displays,
Cummins’ Vesselview, which keeps
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AS WE HEADED INTO SAN DIEGO BAY on Sabre’s new 40 Flybridge, I
did the unthinkable: I took a quick U-turn at 26 knots. The boat
responded immediately, and I noticed that my stomach muscles
didn’t even tighten. Smooth? Yes. Fun? Absolutely.

Sabre 40 Flybridge 
SMOOTH, FUN AND ULTIMATELY MANEUVERABLE
BY ZUZANA PROCHAZKA Photo by Neil Rabinowitz
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tabs on all mechanical functions, and
a joystick control to the right of the
gear shifts. The view from the bridge
makes docking a breeze.

A sliding glass door leads from the
cockpit to the salon, which has an
L-shaped settee that will seat six and
a folding, high-low pedestal table to
port. Large windows let in plenty of
natural light and provide a 360-degree
view from anywhere, even when
you’re seated. The 6 feet, 6 inches
of headroom and the 14-foot beam
also add to the airiness of this space,
which is finished in varnished cherry
and features soft, sound-deadening
headliner panels.

Forward to port and two steps
down is a mid-level galley, which
removes kitchen clutter from the
social space but keeps the cook
connected to the conversation. There
is an electric two-burner stove, a
microwave convection oven, two-
drawer refrigeration, a built-in
coffeemaker and even significant
storage beneath the teak-and-holly
sole. Storage on this boat is ingenious,
with every space carefully utilized.
Case in point: A pull-out vertical
drawer under the sink stores dishes
or provisions, but on the back side
is a small triangular space that is
perfect for a fire extinguisher. 

To starboard is the two-chair
helm; the inboard chair can turn and
face the salon. Instruments are well
laid out, and the joystick control on
our test boat is on the right side —
good for right-handed drivers.
Apparently, that was a special request
by Brown, because the control is
usually, and counter-intuitively, on
the left of the helm in the standard
design. Just aft of the helm is a cabinet
that houses the electrical panel and
a 19-inch pop-up flat-screen TV and
DVD player. This cabinet is large and
leaves little room on the starboard
side for much else other than a barrel
chair aft, which is the only strange
design element in an otherwise
flawless interior. 

A swing door at the helm leads
onto the starboard deck for quick
access to the bow or to fenders. The
decks are wide and clear with
oversized stainless handrails running

An Inside Look
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TESTER’S
OPINION
“The Sabre 40
is a well-built,
rugged but
posh coastal
cruiser that is a
great couple’s
boat for the
Pacific North-
west, the Sea of
Cortez and all
points in
between.”

With large windows, 6 feet, 6 inches of
headroom and a 14-foot beam, the Sabre’s
interior is well-lit and airy.
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the entire length to the bow, and there
are good-sized chocks and mid-ship
cleats. Deep dual anchor lockers
flank the Lewmar electric vertical
windlass, and the bow roller is
extended enough to keep the anchor
safely away from the hull.

Engines, batteries and the Onan
9 kw genset that comes standard are
accessed via the power-lift floorboards
below the salon sole, so maintenance
is easy. There are three starting
batteries and two deep-cycle house
batteries, but there is plenty of room
to add more power or even an
optional washer/dryer combo.

Two steps down from the galley is
the guest stateroom, which can be
outfitted with an optional dinette that
converts to a bed or functions as a
lounge or office. A sliding shoji screen
pocket door provides privacy for the
occasional visitor. Across to port is a
large head with an electric freshwater
toilet and a separate circular shower
stall. The master stateroom forward
has its own entry to the head, a queen-
size island berth, a flat-screen TV, and
a surprising amount of drawer and
locker storage for a hull with a fine
entry. Dovetailed drawers, windows
and hatches with Ocean Air screens
and blinds, and excellent use of LED
lighting, highlight Sabre’s attention to
craftsmanship and detail.

UNDER WAY
My first demonstration of the

maneuverability provided by the
Zeus pod drives was exiting the tight
slip. With the system in “Docking
Mode,” which automatically lowers
the rpm, a light, fingertip touch on
the joystick had the boat dancing out
into the bay. We stopped momentarily
so I could experience the Skyhook
GPS-based dynamic positioning
system that comes standard. With the
pods and the engines working
together, the boat stayed perfectly still
once Skyhook was enabled, despite
10 knots of wind on the beam and a
mild current. Did I mention there are
no bow or stern thrusters? Not
having them reduces the overall cost
of the Zeus investment, and the
system takes the anxiety out of
keeping the boat stationary in just
about any conditions. 

The vectored thrust of pod drives
is more efficient, and higher speeds
may be reached with less horsepower
and, therefore, less fuel. In the event
of a hard grounding, the aft-facing
propellers are designed to shear off
with minimal damage to the hull. The
engines run cleaner and emit less
noise, so even though they’re housed
below the salon, there’s very little noise
in the cabin. The underwater exhaust
helps with that as well. In fact, noise
at the inside helm never exceeded 79
decibels, and that’s running at the top
speed of 30 knots at 3000 rpm. At the
sweet spot of 25 knots and 2500 rpm
(76 decibels), the Sabre 40 will travel
.9 nautical miles per gallon, giving it
a range of 325 miles. If you can tolerate
traveling at 6.5 knots (800 rpm and
64 decibels) in a boat built for speed,
you can increase that range to more
than 900 nautical miles.

What’s really impressive about the
Sabre 40 is the easy handling. Driving
from 15 feet above the waterline on
the flybridge, the boat is tight and
responsive, not a tippy handful. The
wake is flat and the holeshot is
amazing, as all 26,000 pounds come
up on plane in just a blink. You could
waterski behind this thing. 

Sabre started out as a sailboat
builder in Maine in the 1970s and
added fast trawlers in 1989. Today,
the company still builds in Maine and
still builds offshore sailboats as well
as modified-V, planing-hull luxury
powerboats. Forty years of boat
building are evident in all the small
details, such as well-placed handholds,
excellent wood craftsmanship and
even a built-in tool kit that is included
free of charge. 

The base price of the Sabre 40
Flybridge is $645,000, which is nearly
a $60,000 premium over the sedan
model but worth it, in my estimation,
for the extra room, dual helm controls
and excellent visibility. The Sabre 40
is a well-built, rugged but posh coastal
cruiser that is a great couple’s boat
for the Pacific Northwest, the Sea of
Cortez and all points in between. The
Zeus drives and the joystick take the
anxiety out of close-quarters
maneuvering, and the boat is a head-
turner — the best fun I’ve had on the
water in a while.
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SPECIFICATIONS
LOA 40 ft.,10 in.
Beam 14 ft.
Draft 3 ft., 4 in.
Displacement 26,000 lbs.
Fuel 380 gals.
Water 140 gals.
Engine Twin Cummins QSB5.9, 425 hp
Base price $666,000

CONSTRUCTION
Built using dry-stack resin infusion where all
materials are loaded dry into the mold and
then infused with resin. This is a greener
process that uses less resin, to make the boat
lighter, faster and more fuel efficient. The bi-
axial E-glass is bonded to an Airex foam core
for reduced weight but greater strength and
stiffness.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Twin Cummins QSB5.9 425 hp engines with
twin CMD Zeus 3500 pod drive, integrated
steering and trim tabs, CMD helm w/joystick, 9
kw genset, 2 AGM deep-cycle house batteries,
2 AGM Group 31 engine start batteries, 1
Group 24 genset start battery, Skyhook GPS
dynamic positioning system, 35-lb. Delta
anchor, electric anchor windlass, 11-gal. water
heater, 2-burner electric stovetop, 2-drawer
refrigeration, 19-in. flat-screen TV on lift
w/DVD player and more.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Fuel polishing and oil change systems, custom
hull colors, fold-down flybridge mast, 50 amp
shore-power cord, underwater LED lights,
2,800-watt inverter/charger, Ultrasuede
upholstery, Garmin 7212 multidisplay screens,
washer/dryer combo, saltwater washdown fore
and aft, dinette in second cabin and more.

BUILDER
SABRE YACHTS, South Casco, Maine; (208)
655-3831; sabreyachts.com

WEST COAST DEALERS
JK3 Yacht Sales, San Diego; (619) 224-6200;
jk3yachts.com
JK3 Yacht Sales, Newport Beach, Calif.; (949)
675-8053; jk3yachts.com
Bellingham Yacht Sales, Bellingham, Wash.;
(360) 671-0990; bellinghamyachts.com

Sabre
40 Flybridge
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A New Jewel in the 
Marlow Explorer Line

North American Inquiries
www.marlowyachts.com • sales@ marlowyachts.com
800.362.2657

International Inquiries
www.marlowyachts.com • sales@ marlowyachts.com


